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3 Myths of  
No-Cost Identity 
Protection  
Services
Is your free identity protection service providing 
you with the features you need to help you better 
protect your personal and financial information?  
Here are three common free service myths, 
debunked — and how ID Watchdog® can help  you 
better protect your identity.

ID Watchdog: Powerful Identity 
Theft Protection
With ID Watchdog, you get tools to help you  
better protect yourself from identity theft —  
from award-winning credit and identity monitoring, 
to quick notifications and alerts, to dedicated 
resolution support and 24/7 customer care.

To learn more about  
ID Watchdog and our solutions, 
visit idwatchdog.com

Credit card fraud is not the only thing that can  
lead to identity theft. Fraudsters can also steal 
personal information from loan documents,  
mail and other sources. 

ID Watchdog has a more comprehensive approach  
to helping you identify potential identity theft,  
so you can not only monitor your credit, but also  
high-risk transactions2, public records, the USPS 
change of address database, and more.

While free credit monitoring services may quickly 
notify you of fraudulent activity on existing accounts 
or new ones fraudulently opened in your name, other 
fraudulent activity may not be identified. 

ID Watchdog monitors multiple records and alerts  
you to changes in activity associated with not just 
your credit, but also your identity, finances and 
personal information.

It can sometimes be quite difficult, costly and  
time-consuming to restore a stolen identity yourself. 

ID Watchdog’s Certified Identity Theft Risk 
Management Specialists (CITRMS®) will help you 
restore your identity by fully managing the case on 
your behalf until it is resolved.

Myth Reality

Your credit card 
provider offers fraud 
protection and alerts 
you of suspicious 
activity, so your 
identity is safe.

You can easily  
restore your stolen 
identity on your own.

70%

1 in 5

$14.7 
billion

of identity theft 
complaints were not 
credit card related, 
according to FTC’s 

2018 Report.1

victims in 2018 
said that fraud had  
a significant impact  

on their lives.3

was stolen in 2018 
across multiple 
types of fraud.3

Nearly

Fraud
Protection

Credit
Monitoring
With free credit 
monitoring, you can 
find out about any 
fraudulent activity  
in your name.




